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Abstract

Atomization occurs when a high-speed gas jet breaks a low-speed liquid jet

coaxial to it, forming a spray via the production of ligaments, sheets, and

drops. This mechanism has received a lot of attention and different fragmen-

tation regimes have been identified qualitatively using imaging in the vicinity

of the nozzle’s exit plane, as a proxy for the change of underlying break-up

mechanisms. As the Weber number increases, i. e. as the gas aerodynamic

stresses become larger with respect to the liquid surface tension, the liquid-

gas interface suffers from instabilities that are governed by either capillarity,

shear, or acceleration (or a combination of these). Several fragmentation

regimes, in the low Weber number range, are typically deemed undesirable

for applications such as propulsion or additive manufacturing, but no quan-

titative regime map is readily available. Using back-lit high-speed imaging in

a multiscale approach, coaxial two-fluid fragmentation is studied in a broad

range of gas Weber numbers that spans five fragmentation regimes. A fixed

laminar liquid injection rate is maintained while the gas jet exit velocity is
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varied widely. The liquid core length, i.e. the extent of the liquid jet that is

still fully connected to the nozzle, is an important metric of fragmentation,

but most research has been focused on its average value in the bag break-up

and fiber-type atomization regimes. The scaling laws of the first three sta-

tistical moments, the minimum value, and the correlation time of the liquid

core length are reported across fragmentation regimes. The changes in scaling

laws appear to be good indicators for several of the transitions explored.

Keywords: atomization, coaxial two-fluid atomizer, spray, fragmentation,

liquid core length, high-speed imaging

1. Introduction

Liquid fragmentation is ubiquitous in nature and industry, with examples

ranging from sea sprays over the ocean to powder production for additive

manufacturing [1]. The simplest fragmentation experiment consists of the

discharge of a liquid jet from a circular orifice into an ambient atmosphere.

Past a certain injection rate, a sustained water jet is observed, unlike dripping

found at lower velocities [2], and the jet suffers from the well-known Rayleigh-

Plateau instability. When the liquid jet velocity is further increased, the shear

between the high-speed liquid and the stagnant ambient gas dominates the

break-up, producing broader drop size distributions in what is referred to

as the first wind-induced regime. At even higher velocities, the onset of

turbulence in the liquid jet produces small-scale corrugations in the vicinity

of the nozzle exit, and contributes together with the aerodynamic forces

to fragmentation in the second wind-induced regime, before a transition to

liquid atomization, where drops much smaller than the liquid jet diameter
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are peeled off the liquid jet and a spray is produced. When characterizing

changes in fragmentation regimes as the liquid jet velocity increases, one can

refer to a stability curve, shown in Fig. 1. The latter represents the evolution

of the average length of the liquid jet until break-up with the velocity, along

the various regimes. This length, sometimes called intact length or break-up

length, is referred to here as liquid core length and represents the contiguous

portion of the liquid jet, i.e. the length of the jet that is still connected

to the nozzle. An exhaustive list of references concerning the subsequent

regimes of the stability curve can be found in [3]. The different regimes

are characterized by different scalings for this length, which allows for clear

quantitative distinctions. Note that the behavior in the liquid atomization

regime, or pressure atomization, which is reached for large values of the liquid

velocity and injection pressure, is not sketched as it is out of the scope of

this contribution. In this regime, the stability curve is heavily influenced by

the geometry of the nozzle and its internal flow (e.g. level of turbulence and

cavitation).

This paper aims at applying to coaxial two-fluid atomization the concept

of one or more stability curves from the fragmentation of a liquid jet into

a still atmosphere. In the latter, alternatively known as gas-assisted atom-

ization, the liquid jet fragmentation is due to a high-speed annular gas jet

that surrounds the liquid. Coaxial atomization also presents several break-

up regimes [4; 5], which, when reported in a liquid Reynolds number and

gas Weber number parameter space, partly overlap with the stability curve

of pressure atomization. The gas Weber number is defined here to compare

the liquid jet’s surface tension force dl/σ, where dl is the liquid nozzle inner
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Figure 1: Visualizations of the fragmentation of a liquid jet discharged into a stagnant gas

in the dripping (a), Rayleigh-Plateau (b), first wind-induced (c), and second wind-induced

(d) regimes. e) Schematic stability curve relating the average liquid core length 〈LB〉 to

the Weber number We, increased from (a) to (d) by increasing the liquid flow rate here.

dl corresponds the liquid nozzle inner diameter.
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diameter and σ the surface tension, to the gas jet aerodynamic stresses ρgU
2
g ,

where ρg is the gas density and Ug the average exit velocity of the gas jet.

For low enough liquid Reynolds number (laminar liquid injection), at zero

gas velocity, Rayleigh-Plateau break-up is observed. When the gas velocity

increases, break-up is almost identical but the axisymmetry is lost, giving

the name to the non-axisymmetric Rayleigh-Plateau break-up regime (see

Fig. 3 for illustrations of this and the subsequent fragmentation regimes in

coaxial atomization). This is followed by the shear-break-up regime, where

the velocity difference between the gas and liquid phase gives rise to a me-

andering motion of the liquid jet called flapping [6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11], which

dominates break-up here. The liquid jet is bent in arcs that stretch and form

long and thin ligaments that exhibit capillary instabilities. At higher gas

Weber numbers, the gas can flatten the liquid jet, especially in transverse

portions created by the bends, and stretch the liquid into thin membranes

called bags. This type of shear break-up is hence referred to as bag break-

up, and produces very small droplets issued from the membranes, while the

bags’ rims fragment into larger drops. A further increase of the gas Weber

number gives rise to a succession of Kelvin-Helmholtz and Rayleigh-Taylor

instabilities at the gas-liquid interface [12; 13; 14; 15], forming ligaments that

are stripped from the liquid jet. This produces very small droplets and is

referred to as the fiber-type atomization regime.

Among these regimes, atomization is typically defined as conditions where

the most probable droplets formed are much smaller than the liquid jet di-

ameter (e.g. 50 µm or less for a millimetric jet), and where such droplets are

at least partially produced close to the atomizer exit from primary break-
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up events (directly issued from the liquid jet) [16]. This is the case in the

bag-break-up and fiber-type atomization regimes. For these conditions, the

liquid core length has been studied in depth, starting in the early 1990s’ [6].

However, as can be seen in comprehensive studies spanning a wide range of

operating parameters [17], no effect from the change in atomization regimes

is displayed on the liquid core length: the average value presents a monotonic

decrease, with a constant power law of exponent around −0.3 with respect to

the gas-to-liquid dynamic pressure ratio M [17; 18; 19]. The latter is defined

as M = ρgU
2
g /ρlU

2
l , where ρl is the liquid density, and has been shown to

control the average liquid core length. Recent work has focused on a deeper

analysis of the liquid core length, encompassing its statistics and temporal

dynamics [20; 21; 22; 23; 11; 24]. The goal of this paper is to leverage these

approaches to develop a quantitative framework that identifies the signature

of changes in coaxial atomization regimes. Such changes play key roles in the

droplet size distributions and in the spray dispersion regimes further down-

stream [25]. The experimental set-up, measurements and analysis methods

are presented in Sec. 2 and 3. Section 4 presents the framework and its re-

sults in identifying regimes, which is followed by a discussion and conclusions

(Sec. 5 and 6).

2. Experimental setup and measurements

The coaxial two-fluid atomizer described in [26] is used for this study (Fig.

2). Water is injected through a 100-mm long pipe, reaching fully developed

laminar Poiseuille flow. The mean exit velocity is fixed at Ul = 0.53 m/s,

yielding a liquid Reynolds number Rel = Uldl/νl ≈ 1200, with dl the liquid
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nozzle inner diameter and νl the kinematic viscosity of water. The liquid

nozzle is centered in the axisymmetric nozzle, where gas is injected through

4 ports, and exits through an annular cross-section of area Ag = π(d2g−D2
l )/4,

where Dl is the inner diameter and dg the outer diameter. The gas volumetric

flow rate exiting the nozzle Qg is used to define a gas mean exit velocity

and a gas Reynolds number, as Ug = Qg/Ag and Reg = 4Qg/
√

4πAgνg,

where νg is the kinematic viscosity of air. The interactions between the

liquid and gas phases can be described using alternatively the gas-to-liquid

dynamic pressure ratio M = ρgU
2
g /ρlU

2
l or the gas Weber number based

on the liquid jet Wedl . The latter is introduced using the velocity difference

between the average exit velocities of each of the phases, with Wedl = ρg(Ug−

Ul)
2dl/σ, following the definition of [5]. The gas Weber number will be used in

this paper as it represents well the qualitative transitions in fragmentation

regimes [5]. At a fixed liquid velocity, varying the gas velocity from 0 to

138 m/s results in maximal values of Reg, M , and Wedl of respectively 8.7

104, 83, and 621. In addition, Table 1 provides reference values of the non-

dimensional parameters that are representative of the study. Note that the

nozzle is vertical and the longitudinal axis x is aligned with gravity.

Over 20 operating conditions are explored in this study, spanning the var-

ious fragmentation regimes described above. Time series of LB are acquired

using high-speed back-lit imaging, following the procedure described in [22],

where on each frame the liquid core length represents the downstream extent

of the jet that is still connected to the nozzle, projected along the spray’s axis

x. To compensate for the large variations in the liquid core length average

values 〈LB〉, 4 optical magnifications are used (“(achieved by changing the
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Figure 2: (color online) a) Longitudinal cut of the canonical two-fluid atomizer. The atom-

izer’s axis is aligned with gravity and is only represented horizontally here for convenience.

The liquid jet destabilization is imaged at larger and larger magnifications when the We-

ber is increased, yielding smaller and smaller fields of view indicated by dashed lines. b)

Transverse cut at the exit plane of the atomizer showing the liquid and gas diameters.
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Ug (m/s) Reg M Wedl

0 0 0 0.01

8 4 800 0.26 1.7

11 6 600 0.48 3.3

15 9 500 1 7.1

19 12 000 1.5 11

23 15 000 2.4 17

35 22 000 5.4 39

76 48 000 25 187

103 65 000 46 340

126 79 000 69 520

Table 1: Flow parameters for fixed laminar liquid injection (Ul = 0.53 m/s, Rel ' 1200),

varying the total gas flow rate in the conditions of Fig. 3(a-j). The gas velocity is Ug =

Qg/Ag, the gas Reynolds number is Reg = 4Qg/
√

4πAgνg, the gas-to-liquid momentum

ratio is M = ρgU
2
g /ρlU

2
l , and the gas Weber number is based on the liquid diameter as

Wedl
= ρg(Ug−Ul)

2dl/σ. The fluids are air and distilled water, at an ambient temperature

of 25◦C, with kinematic viscosities of νg = 1.56 10−5 m2 s−1 and νl = 8.96 10−7 m2 s−1,

densities ρg = 1.18 kg m−3 and ρl = 996.9 kg m−3, and the air-water surface tension

σ = 72 mN m−1.
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lens or the working distance to the experiment), resulting in different fields of

view (represented at scale in Fig. 2). This yields a reduced spatial resolution

when the magnification decreases as the number of pixels and their physi-

cal size are fixed. However, as the average liquid core lengths increases as

M (equivalently Wedl) decreases, the two-phase flow presents larger spatial

and temporal scales. The temporal resolution is also adapted accordingly

as the magnifications are changed. The resulting ranges of fields of view,

spatial and temporal resolutions are reported in Table 2. Due to hardware

limitations, the temporal resolution is relatively lower for high gas velocity

conditions than for lower ones, resulting in a sparser temporal sampling. It

remains sufficient for the computation of correlation times, as at least a dozen

points are present before decorrelation for every condition. In addition, the

exposure time is always low, ranging from 1 to 10 µs, and no motion blur

is observed. Finally, over 12 000 frames were captured, ensuring more than

100 uncorrelated measurements of LB for each condition, which result in a

convergence error of about respectively 2, 5, and 10% on its mean, standard

deviation, and skewness (see [11]).

Figure 3 presents several snapshots at the conditions described in Table

1, covering the mentioned fragmentation regimes as the gas exit velocity is

increased. Three out of the four fields of view are represented (lines 1 to 3

of Fig. 3 respectively), yielding different scales to appropriately measure the

liquid core length. Note that the second smallest field of view (in red dashed

line on Fig. 2) is not represented here as it corresponds to the four conditions

sampled in [22] (where the corresponding snapshots and movies are available;

other conditions from that paper are not carried here as they considered the
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Figure 3: Snapshots from high-speed back-lit imaging at different magnifications, high-

lighted by the growing apparent size of the liquid jet at the exit of the atomizer as the

Weber number is increased from (a) to (i), where Wedl
is the gas Weber number based

on the liquid jet inner diameter. a-b) Axisymmetric Rayleigh-Plateau break-up; c-d)

Non-axisymmetric Rayleigh-Plateau break-up; Shear-break up without (e) and with bag

formation (f-g); Fiber-type atomization, coexisting with bag break-up (h-i) or as a sole

fragmentation regime (j); fragmentation regimes nomenclature from [5].
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Magnifications Fields of view (mm2) dx (µm) dt (ms) Symbols

0.23 100× 50 89 1 F

0.48 46× 25 42 0.11 •
0.74 24× 16 27 0.1 �

1.1 14× 11 18 0.09 �

Table 2: (color online) Imaging parameters used to tackle the range of spatial and temporal

scales over the various fragmentation regimes explored. The symbols are the same ones

used for Fig. 5 and 6. The conditions corresponding to � (third line) are extracted from

[22]. The same colors are used to represent the fields of view at scale in Fig. 2.

addition of angular momentum to the gas jet). In addition, five fragmenta-

tion regimes (non-axisymmetric Rayleigh-Plateau break-up, shear-break up

without and with bag formation, and fiber-type atomization coexisting with

bag break-up or not), represented in Fig. 3c), e), f), g), i), and j), have

companion videos in the Supplementary Materials, illustrating the changes

in temporal scales in addition to the one in spatial scales exhibited here.

3. Qualitative fragmentation regimes description and liquid core

length analysis

The domains of existence of the fragmentation regimes are extracted

qualitatively from the visualizations, to be used as guidelines of the a pri-

ori dominating physical break-up mechanisms. In addition, note that the

non-linearity in the location of the different conditions when placed on the

Weber number axis and the existence of transition regions between two sub-

sequent regimes contributes to blurring the lines distinguishing regimes. Up

to Wedl = 1.7, the liquid jet, while presenting shorter liquid core lengths, is
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fragmented in a manner that is qualitatively unaffected by the gas flow, and

axisymmetric Rayleigh-Plateau break-up is observed. For 1.7 < Wedl 6 7.1,

deviations from axisymmetry place these conditions in the non-axisymmetric

Rayleigh-Plateau break-up regimes. As illustrated in Fig. 3d), the liquid jet

is slightly meandering at Wedl = 7.1 due to the possible onset of the shear

instability caused by the difference in velocity between the gas and liquid

phases. However, as break-up still happens similarly to that at lower Weber

number values, i.e. resulting in typical drops and satellite droplets from a

Rayleigh-type break-up, it is not classified as shear break-up regime, and may

also be seen as a transitional value. Beyond this value, shear break-up occurs,

yielding more polydisperse droplet size distributions. As bag (or membranes)

start forming at the end of the liquid jet as early as for Wedl = 17, the range

of bag-less shear-break up is defined as 7.1 < Wedl < 17. At Wedl = 187,

while some bags can still be formed regularly, droplets are stripped from the

liquid jet in fiber-type atomization, so bag break-up (without stripping) is

observed for 17 6 Wedl < 187. For Wedl ≥ 520, no bag formation is observed

and only fiber-type atomization occurs.

Figure 4a) presents time series of the liquid core length LB for three

conditions in the non-axisymmetric Rayleigh-Plateau break-up, bag break-

up, and fiber-type atomization regimes, respectively at Wedl = 7.1, 40, and

340. The average value 〈LB〉 is subtracted, and a division by the standard

deviation L′B is performed to center and normalize the signal. In addition,

the conditions are shifted to be centered around 5, 0, and −5 respectively

for clarity (the zero-mean level is added in dashed lines). The time axis is

further normalized by the correlation timescale of the liquid core length τ0
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introduced in [22] and further discussed below.

The time series are used to study either statistics or timescales of the liq-

uid core length. For the former, the first three statistical moments are used,

as the full statistics are faithfully represented by Skew-Normal distributions

(Fig. 4b)). This formalism is described in more detail in [11]; the function is

defined as the product of a Gaussian and an error function, which depends

only on three parameters directly expressed from the mean, standard devia-

tion, and skewness of the signal. Skew-Normal distributions are displayed in

dashed lines and show excellent agreement with the probability density func-

tions (PDF) of the liquid core length. As the Weber number value increases,

the PDF are shifted towards lower values of LB and become narrower. This

reveals a decrease of both the average and standard deviation, 〈LB〉 and

L′B. The evolution of the third statistical moment, the skewness βLB
, is not

apparent here and will be discussed further in Sec. 4.

Auto-correlation functions of the liquid core length, defined as RLB
(τ) =

〈LB(t)LB(t+ τ)〉 /L′2B where τ is a time-lag, are computed to study the tem-

poral dynamics (Fig. 4c)). As the Weber number increases, faster decorrela-

tion is observed. A liquid core length timescale τ0 is extracted by computing

the integral of the auto-correlation function up to 75% decorrelation, follow-

ing [22], i.e. τ0 =
∫ τT
0
RLB

(τ)dτ , with RLB
(τT ) = 0.25.

4. Scaling laws of the liquid core length statistics and timescale

4.1. Gas Weber number representation

Figure 5 presents the first three statistical moments of the liquid core

length as functions of the gas Weber number. Note that since the liquid
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Figure 4: (color online) a) Time series of the centered and normalized liquid core length

at three values of the gas Weber number. The black stars (F) and blue squares (�) are

respectively shifted by 5 and −5 and black dash lines indicate the zero mean for all con-

ditions. The time t is normalized by the liquid core length timescale τ0. b) Probability

density functions of the liquid core length normalized by the liquid inner diameter, LB/dl.

Dashed lines represent Skew-Normal distributions parametrized by the liquid core length

mean, standard deviation, and skewness: 〈LB〉, L′B , and βLB
. c) Auto-correlation func-

tions of the liquid core length RLB
as a function of the time-lag τ . The symbols indicate

decorrelation of 75% and a timescale τ0 is calculated as the integral of the function up to

that point.
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injection rate is constant and the two fluids in the experiments have constant

physical properties, Weber number increases are simply obtained by increases

of the gas exit velocity. The values at zero gas velocity are represented by

black horizontal lines, as they are out of the range of Weber values presented

here. The average liquid core length 〈LB〉 has received considerable attention

and is typically described as a power law of the gas-to-liquid dynamic pressure

ratio M with an exponent −0.3 (see [17] for instance). Considering the small

value of the liquid velocity here, M−0.3 corresponds approximately to We−0.3dl
,

at least in the range of high Weber numbers. This is in good agreement with

what can be observed in Fig. 5a) for Wedl > 39, where a power-law fit

of exponent −0.27 ± 0.04 is reported. This scaling is obtained as a best

fit for Wedl > 85, but the values found around Wedl = 39 are also well

captured by it. The scaling of the average liquid core length found at high

Weber numbers, which is in good agreement with the literature, seems to

apply only for a certain range of the bag-break-up regime and for fiber-type

atomization. The lower range of bag-break (17 6 Wedl < 39), shear break-

up, and Rayleigh-Plateau break-up regimes are not captured by this scaling

and display a steeper decrease with the Weber number. Considering the

definition chosen here, based on Ug − Ul, this lower range will be discussed

further in terms of Reg later on to better disentangle Ug and Ul (alternatively,

plotting against M would be suitable, but since Ul is fixed, scaling found

along Reg ∼ Ug can be transposed in terms of M ∼ U2
g straightforwardly).

While no scaling of L′B is directly reported in the literature, some indica-

tions that the ratio L′B/ 〈LB〉 should be constant exist [11]. This is in agree-

ment with the power law exponent −0.29 found here, with a 95% confidence
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Figure 5: (color online) Liquid core length mean (a), standard deviation (b), skewness

(c), and minimum value (d): 〈LB〉, L′B , βLB
, and min(LB), normalized by the liquid

inner diameter dl and plotted along the gas Weber number based on the liquid jet inner

diameter Wedl
. The black continuous lines indicate the values for Ug = 0. Black and red

dashed lines in a), b), and d) are power-law fits of the data in the low and high range of

Weber numbers respectively. The adjacent values are the power-law exponents and their

uncertainties, given by the 95% confidence intervals of the fits. A power law of exponent

−0.5 is added as a green dash-dotted line in d) to compare to the prediction from [5]. The

values indicated around the red dashed line in c) are the mean and standard deviation of

the skewness values for Wedl
> 39.
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interval on the fits’ exponents that are twice the difference found between the

exponent values found for the mean and standard deviation of the liquid core

length. While more spread is associated with L′B, the data is in agreement

with the power law for Weber number values as low asWedl = 3.3. It then ap-

pears that this scaling applies even in the non-axisymmetric Rayleigh-Plateau

break-up regime, while axisymmetric Rayleigh-Plateau break-up yields much

higher values of L′B (the values found at Wedl = 0.01 and 1.7 are approxi-

mately 3 times larger than the value of L′B for Wedl = 3.3).

Similar to the standard deviation, the third-order statistical moment is

associated with a larger spread. However, a plateau is found for high Weber

numbers, with a positive skewness of βLB
= 0.46± 0.09. An increasing trend

with Wedl persists up to Wedl = 11 (shear break-up regime), up to the

asymptotic value. The spread prevents identification of whether this plateau

is fully reached as early as Wedl = 17 at the onset of bag break-up or if it is

only truly attained for Wedl > 39. One can also note that the skewness first

decreases from the zero gas velocity case value when gas is added. Afterward,

it increases monotonically and is first positive for Wedl = 7.1.

In addition to the three statistical moments, the minimum value of the

liquid core length is reported in Fig. 5d). This is used as a proxy to what

is referred to as the liquid cone length, by analogy to the potential cone in

a turbulent round jet. This corresponds to the region where liquid is always

present and is usually obtained through processing of average intensity maps

from high-speed imaging. To avoid this image processing step that is not

standardized among research groups, the liquid core length measurements

are leveraged to estimate the cone length. The best fit for Wedl > 85 reveals
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a power-law scaling with an exponent of −0.33, which is in good agreement

with the decay of the first two statistical moments. At lower Weber number

values, a steeper decrease following We−0.89dl
is reported. Conditions in the

vicinity of Wedl = 39 seem to be in the transition between these regimes

and are intersected by both fits. Note that while the decay of min(LB) is

approximately the same as 〈LB〉 at high Weber numbers, it is approximately

1.5 times steeper in the lower range of values. The decay of the cone length

at high Weber numbers is much less steep than the prediction made from

conservation of mass flux argument resulting in M−0.5 at high gas velocity

[5]. A power law of exponent−0.5 is found in the intermediate range of Weber

numbers, where moderate agreement could be argued within this restricted

range. However, this range appears more likely to be a transition between

power laws found at low and high Weber numbers.

4.2. Gas Reynolds number representation

The low range of gas velocities is observed for the average liquid core

length in Fig. 6a) as a function of the gas Reynolds number. A power law of

exponent −0.54 is reported, equivalent to M0.27. Power law of exponents −1

and −0.6 are also displayed in the low and high range of Reynolds number

for comparisons. In the low range, the linear decrease underestimates the

decay, which is found to follow Re−1.23g , but the scaling observed in the bag

break-up regime remains fairly close to U−1g . The power law of exponent −0.6

corresponds to the scaling found by [17] with M−0.3, and it is barely distin-

guishable from the best fit obtained in the high Reynolds numbers range. A

power law of exponent −0.58 is found for the standard deviation of the liquid

core length, indistinguishable from a U−0.6g scaling in the explored range (not
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Figure 6: (color online) Normalized liquid core length mean (a), absolute difference

between the skewness and its high Wedl
asymptotic value (b), and liquid core length

timescale (c): 〈LB/dl〉, | βLB
− β∞LB

|, τ0, plotted along the gas Reynolds number Reg.

d) τ0 plotted along the gas Weber number based on the liquid jet inner diameter Wedl
.

The black continuous lines indicate the values for Ug = 0. Dash-dotted lines in a) and c)

represent power laws whose exponents are indicated along with their uncertainties, given

by the 95% confidence intervals of the fits. The black dashed line in b) is the standard

deviation of the skewness values for Wedl
> 39, while the red dashed line represents a fit

of the growth towards the asymptotic value β∞LB
.
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shown here). Figure 6b) display the absolute difference between the skewness

of LB and its asymptotic value at high Weber numbers, β∞LB
= 0.46 ± 0.09.

The value 0.09, obtained as the standard deviation of the skewness values

for Wedl > 39, noted β∞
′

LB
, is reported as a horizontal dashed line. A power-

law fit with an exponent −2.34± 0.75 describes the decrease towards zero of

| βLB
− β∞LB

| as Reg increases. The spread associated with this third-order

statistical moment limits the accuracy in the determination of the exponent,

but the power-law fit seems to cross the value of 0.09 in the broad neighbor-

hood of the transition to the bag break-up regime.

The timescale τ0 extracted from the auto-correlation functions of the liq-

uid core length is reported in Fig. 6c-d) as a function of the gas Reynolds

and Weber numbers respectively. At low gas velocity, this timescale is con-

stant but smaller than in the absence of gas flow (approximately 5 ms versus

the value of 11 ms at zero gas velocity). At the onset of the shear break-up

regime, i.e. for Wedl > 11, a monotonic decrease is observed as the gas

velocity increases. While the best fit found is a power law such as We−0.61dl
,

equivalent to Re−1.23g , very good agreement is found with a linear decay, as

attested by the dash-dotted line in Fig. 6c).

5. Discussion

In addition to providing the scaling laws of the liquid core length statis-

tics, timescale, and of the cone length, another objective of this paper is to

infer a quantitative framework that indicates transitions between fragmen-

tation regimes. Axisymmetric Rayleigh-Plateau break-up is characterized

by very high values of the liquid core length standard deviation L′B, that
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deviate strongly from the scaling We−0.3dl
(alternatively M−0.3 as reported

in the literature for the average value, e.g. [17]) found for other regimes.

In addition, it is associated with negative skewness values βLB
. However,

a negative value, although close to 0, has been displayed for a condition in

the non-axisymmetric Rayleigh-Plateau break-up regime, so this may not

be a discriminatory criterion. It requires much more converged statistics to

be employed. The transition to this regime can be identified as the Weber

number value at which the power law of exponent −0.3 is met, Wedl = 3.3

here.

Shear break-up occurs when the velocity difference between both phases is

large enough to trigger a large-scale shear instability that results in the back-

and-forth motions of the liquid jet called flapping. In this regime, the liquid

jet dynamics are closely linked to the gas jet, and the flapping frequency is

simply proportional to the gas jet’s mean exit velocity [10]. The liquid core

length timescale τ0 is observed to approximately decrease linearly with the

gas velocity at the onset of the shear break-up regime. Before that, τ0 is

found at much higher values and no dependency on the gas velocity is found.

This constant value is approximately twice smaller than in the absence of the

gas flow. In the shear break-up regime and beyond, the gas jet exit velocity

is found to drive the timescale of the liquid jet proportionally. The shear

break-up is therefore identified to start at Wedl = 11.

The onset of bag formation does not appear to affect the metrics reported

here in an evident way. It may have a signature on the skewness of the liquid

core length, as the average behavior towards the asymptotic value, exhibited

by the power-law fit in Fig. 6b), seems to approach the neighborhood of β∞
′

LB
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in the vicinity of the transition to the bag break-up regime. The asymptotic

value may, however, be reached at slightly higher Weber number values. A

tighter sampling of operating conditions with an increased number of real-

izations would be necessary to confirm this suspected behavior, though. In

addition, when investigating the flapping of the liquid jet, a transition from

meandering motions in a plane to 3D quasi-circular orbits is observed for

Wedl > 39 [11]. Below this transition, bags are only formed at the end of the

liquid jet, in the hook-like shapes formed by the meandering motion. While

small droplets are produced by the break-up of these bags, the dynamics

of the liquid jet remain the same. After this transition, in addition to the

large-scale shear instability, localized Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities result in

small-scale perturbations, which are elongated by the gas flow and can form

bags on the side of the liquid jet. In this case, the flapping characteristics are

heavily affected, and the region in the vicinity of the atomizer’s exit plane

becomes much more populated with droplets. This regime, which is termed

“KH-bag break-up” (while the regime where bags only occurs at the end of

the liquid jet can be termed “flapping-bag break-up”), where several bags

can be formed at the same time along the liquid jet. This regime leads to a

drastic increase in break-up events and could be seen as the start of atomiza-

tion, as liquid is being stripped simultaneously from the liquid jet at multiple

locations. A movie is provided at Wedl = 39 in the Supplementary Material

to illustrate KH-bag break-up. It differs from fiber-type atomization in the

sense that the local interfacial perturbations are not accelerated enough by

the gas jet to suffer from Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities, so no small ligaments

or droplets are directly peeled off the liquid jet. The onset of KH bags is
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Onset of Indicator

Non-axisymmetric Rayleigh-Plateau break-up L′B

Shear break-up τ0

Shear break-up with bags No indicator found

Shear break-up with Kelvin-Helmholtz bags 〈LB〉, min(LB), and flapping [11]

Fiber-type atomization with bags Transport of interfacial perturbations [27]

Fiber-type atomization without bags No indicator found

Table 3: Proposed quantitative indicator for the onset of the different fragmentation regime

identified for a laminar liquid jet surrounded by a gas jet. 〈LB〉, min(LB), and L′B are the

average, minimum value and standard deviation of the liquid core length LB , while τ0 is

its correlation time.

marked by the onset of power laws of exponent −0.3 for Wedl ≥ 39 for the

mean and minimum value of the liquid core length. This change in scaling

laws seems to reveal the onset of localized Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities, in

the same way that the onset of the shear instability is associated with a

change in the behavior of τ0.

The transition to fiber-type atomization occurs for Wedl > 187, where it

coexists with the formation of KH bags until Wedl = 340. No change in the

scaling laws of the reported metrics is observed around this transition. How-

ever, at smaller scales, it was reported to affect the scaling of the transport

of interfacial perturbations [27]. Before this transition (i.e. Wedl ≤ 187), the

spatial growth rate of the mean velocity of interfacial perturbations follows

U2
g , while it increases linearly with the gas velocity after the transition. The

end of the occurrence of bag formation leaves no signature either. In addi-

tion, at very high gas Weber numbers, the gas flow is observed to recirculate
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behind the liquid, forming a hollow liquid core, termed liquid crown due to

the crenelation-shaped structures formed by the ligaments peeled off from

the rim of the hollow liquid core [26]. This occurs for Wedl > 620 and is only

observed for one condition, so no conclusion can be drawn about this regime.

It may be associated with the drop in standard deviation of the liquid core

length in Fig. 5b), but exploring the behavior of LB at higher Weber num-

ber values would be necessary to confirm this. The quantitative indicators

that best highlight the signature of the transitions among the fragmentation

regimes discussed here are summarized in Table 3.

6. Conclusions

A coaxial two-fluid atomizer is used to study the gas-assisted fragmen-

tation of a liquid jet over three decades of gas Weber number, which com-

pares the aerodynamic stresses to the liquid jet’s surface tension force. This

range spans the axisymmetric Rayleigh-Plateau break-up, non-axisymmetric

Rayleigh-Plateau break-up, shear break-up with and without bag formation,

and fiber-type atomization regimes as the Weber number increases. The

study focuses on the liquid core length statistics and temporal dynamics, as

time series are extracted from back-lit high-speed imaging. Scaling laws with

respect to the gas Reynolds number Reg and the gas Weber number Wedl

are obtained for the mean, standard deviation, skewness, minimum value,

and correlation time of the liquid core length.

The changes in scaling laws with respect to the governing non-dimensional

numbers appear to be able to serve as a quantitative indicator of the tran-

sitions between fragmentation regimes. The standard deviation of the liquid
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core length L′B is found to follow a power-law decay, with the same exponent

as reported for the average value in the literature and found here, as early

as the onset of the non-axisymmetric Rayleigh-Plateau break-up regime. For

lower Weber numbers values, L′B is found at much higher values, marking

a clear quantitative transition. Similarly, the onset of the shear break-up

regime is indicated by the shift of the correlation time from constant high

values to a linear decay. The transition to the start of the bag break-up

regime is less clearly identified but could potentially have a signature on the

skewness. However, the transition to what is here referred to as the KH-bag

break-up regime, where bags can form on the side of the liquid jet and not

only on its end, is marked by the mean and minimum value of LB reaching

the power law of exponent −0.3. In this regime, localized Kelvin-Helmholtz

instabilities yield small-scale perturbations close to the atomizer exit plane

that can form bags, and flapping is no longer happening in 2D meandering

motions. These scaling laws and behaviors will be confirmed in future work

considering variations of the liquid exit velocity, to properly identify relevant

non-dimensionless groups. Finding quantitative indicators for the onset of

bags in the shear break-up regime as well as for the disappearance of bags in

fiber-type atomization remain open questions.
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